
Section 2 - Topic 1 

Introduction to Angles - Part 1 

Consider the figure of angle A below. 

Vertex 

A 

What observations can you make about angle A?

➔ � 

·v l ( f-e i l5 A . l ,+- G-0 v1 .Si � +_s oJ ,4 C, a/\ J A i3

How else do you think we can name angle A?

L C AB ()., L fsltC 

Why do you think we draw an arc to show angle A?













Section 2 - Topic 2 

Introduction to Angles - Part 2 

Measuring and classifying angles 

► We often use a prof ri,c--/2,, to measure angles. 

To measure an angle, we line up the central mark on the 

base of the protractor with the vertex of the angle we want to 

measure. 













Section 2 -Topic 3 

Angle Pairs - Part 1 

Consider the following figure that presents an angle pair. 

What common ray do LBAC and LCAD share? 

AC 

Because these angle pairs share a ray, they are called 

t7lj"'ce"± angles. 















Section 2 -Topic 4 

Angle Pairs - Part 2 

Consider the figure below. 

LA LB 

What can you observe about LA and LB?

TAKE NOTE! 

Postulates & �rem, 
Congruent Complements Theorem 

If LA and LB are complements of the same angle, 

then LA and LB are congruent. 















Section 2 -Topic 5

Special Types of Angle Pairs Formed by Transversals 
and Non-Parallel Lines 

Many geometry problems involve the intersection of three or 
more lines. 

Consider the figure below. 

l2 

What observations can you make about the figure? 

/l'1 t;.111 /1,, w f c..1/, a. vi J U 1, -f," tJ o.r1 ls ,

► Lines l1 and 12 are crossed by line t.

► Line t is called the -lrc,v75v1, sj

intersects two other lines ( l1 and 12 ).

, because it 

► The intersection of line t with 11 and 12 forms eight
angles.























Section 2 - Topic 6
Special Types of Angle Pairs Formed by Transversals 

and Parallel Lines - Part 1 

Consider the fallowing figure of a transversal crossing two 

parallel lines. 

Name the acute angles in the above figure. 

L.. o. ) L �
1 

Le ev.J L h 

Name the obtuse angles in the above figure. 

Lb LC L� OAJ L�
) ) c) 

Which angles are congruent? Justify your answer. 

A II f"") of v e,-1, ,J a"'1 lt 5 f U,/4 ,J /4,,:,1-t �

Which angles are supplementary? Justify your answer. 

Al I f i.1/1 i) I I Wv' r-'1/ J ; Liw,,.,, fl.;,- fo)i,t...-k. • 















Section 2 -Topic 7 

Special Types of Angle Pairs Formed by Transversals 

and Parallel Lines - Part 2 

Let's Practice! 

1 . Complete the chart below using the following 

information. 

Given: 

L4 and L7 are supplementary. LB z1---+.__...---�--

and L16 are congruent. 

Statements Reasons 

3. L7 ::: L6; L13 ::: L16

L 4 ll(lJ L {p at'{ Su f p/�fctAJ 
4

· llvi J L � ttM J L t3 ;>ccmjr'W+1�,

5. l1 II l2

2. Given

4. Substitution

5. Convevse_ of StiO'\€ -s,·ck Cffi,l�ealt'(

a..,., t,� �,t){'QW\

6. �11v.s-<. of � t\l+-e1vt"-k ,·(l+en'o.r

llnJli_.s �-











Section 2 -Topic 8 

Perpendicular Transversals 

Consider the following figure of a transversal cutting parallel 
lines l1 and l2 . 

t 

What observations can you make about the figure? 

A transversal that cuts two parallel lines forming right angles is 
called a Qer()£11 J; cu,/1.v transversal. 

I I 

TAKE NOTE! 

Postulates & 

Theorems 

Perpendicular Transversal Theorem: 

In a plane, if a line is perpendicular to one of two 
parallel lines, then it is perpendicular to the other 
line also. 
Perpendicular Transversal Theorem Corollary: 

If two lines are both perpendicular to a transversal, 
then the lines are parallel. 











Section 2 - Topic 9 
Proving Angle Relationships in Transversals 

and Parallel Lines 

Consider a transversal passing through two parallel lines.

How do you know that a air of alternate interior angles or a
pair of orres ondin an le are congruent under this 
scenario? �tna: 'l-1\1'-tf?C.C-� 1 �\e:.� �'"" ord 
� G��,�� A"'9\e� � 

How do you know that same-side consecutive angles are
/supplementary under this scenario? 7k, 6GM-c..-�·,c:h. 

L6<\�\ \}(.. A"8 kh �m 
How do you prove your answers?
Tt..:10 -c,o\�" f'°of?, t>\\<ml3�� ftc&l fl0w lNAI"\-
� {"oc)..(21 CArd C.t>'f\trut..�Of\

Let's Practice! 

1. Consider the lines l1 , l2 and l3 

in the diagram at the right. 

Given: l1 II l2

Prove: Lb :::: Lh 

Write a paragraph proof. l2 

uA I o. \:)e\ otvt, k c.. �":J
o� h.
1 '1t\C.<. .t, I If h L C. = t." 'oc.co.u.� 0 � -¼MAltt<M-\-<. �t�

\Of 
"1\�\e!, 14o�. W<. �\�

l'-1\0w IUlC>'1-l 4-\\.A-t £.C. � L-b 
I 

betAu� � -1-k. 
\JcrtiCQ\ Ana\c, �rn. f,1'o.\"-• � CAn �fe
�<A� �:� f Lk bcc.o.� oq. � 

1 

1"tClt\f,,-\-,\Jt..
�fOpe.rt Y 0� CCW\��-







Section 2 -Topic 10 
Copying Angles and Constructing Angle Bisectors 

What information or tools do we need to construct an angle? 
eo..,6'� s tMJ 6lYA 'j h� tljt.. ( f"'1¥J °'- P�"Jv ) 

Now, an angle already exists and we want to construct 
another angle that is exactly the same, then we are 

Cop�•",g that angle. 

Let's consider LA. Construct LFDE to be a copy of LA.

A 

I 

Step 1 . Draw a ray that will become one of the two rays of 
-

the new angle. Label the ray DE.

Step 2. Place your compass point at the vertex of LA. Create 
an arc that intersects both rays of LA.

Step 3. Without changing your compass setting, create an 
arc from point D that intersects DE. Be sure to make a 
large arc. 

Step 4. On LA, set your compass point on the intersection of 
the arc and ray and the pencil on the other 
intersection of the arc and second ray. Lock your 
compass. 

Step 5. Place the point of the compass on the intersection of 
-

the arc and DE. Mark an arc through the large arc 
created in step 3. Label the point of intersection of 
the two arc point G.

-

Step 6. Construct DG.











Section 2 - Topic 11 

Introduction to Polygons 
The word polygon can be split into two parts: 

> "poly-" means ""411�
> "gon" means �-le.�

Polygons are simple, closed, and have sides that are 

segments. 

Draw a representation for each of the polyaons below. 

Name 

Regular 

Irregular 

Convex 

Concave 

Simple 

Definition 

All angles and sides of this 

polygon are congruent. 

All angles and sides of this 

polygon are not congruent. 

This polygon has no angles 

pointing inwards. That is, no 

interior angles can be greater 

than 180°. 

This polygon has an interior 

angle greater than 180° . 

This polygon has one 

boundary and doesn't cross 

over itself. 

Representation 

n 

� 



Complete the table by using your knowledge of triangles to 

find the sum of the interior angles of each polygon. 

Polygon I Number of sides I Sum of interior
anales 

3 180
°

0 

). (fiO): J,� 
4 

3(ff0) � 5'-10° 
5 

6 
� (tf o): ,.,,o• 

5 (1 f6 )� "®
0 

7 

(f\• l.) (lfo) 
0 

n 



Try it! 

1. Classify each figure as regular, concave, and/or convex by
marking the appropriate box. Name each type of polygon
represented by filling in each blank provided.

Figure Regular Concave Convex Name the Polygon 

·1

□ J 
I 

G)�r: I o.. -'"u,. I

□ I {J □ 
I Det.�Ac)""' 

J □ J P�" t 4'a.. •"'• 

Consider the polygon. 

( 
The interior angles of a polygon an?"the angles on the inside of 
the polygon formed by each pair of adjacent sides. 

Use I to label the interior angles of the polygon above. 

An exterior angle of a polygon is an angle that forms a linear 
pair with one of the interior angles of the polygon. 

Use E to label the exterior angels of the polygon above. 



Let's Practice! 

2. Consider each of the following polygons. Find the sum of
the exterior on�es in each polygon below.
11--S uf
I '2..S

\ \\� 

1,6
9 

,,.� 

Try it! 

55°�11 .. ,• 

13ro

'O"() 

,� 
,10 

+ -10

Jt'bo 

3. A convex pentagon hos exterior angles with measures 77° ,

66°, 82 °, and 62° .

a. What is the measure of the exterior angle of the
pentagon at the fifth vertex? 

d a 6 ( s,tS• - (-i, ... 1,, ,.. _'2- ...,,-z. J
0 0 • 

''" - 2..,1 : f 3 

b. Classify the pentagon as regular or irregular. Justify your

��� .... tx..\-er�, o�..s"� o.,e r\n

�j'-'�--+ 
J 

eve. co'"'c.f�d.e 

+k r"t ,,� .'s ; rre.5 .... le. r.



Consider the following regular heptagon. 

D 

ct . • V----

B 

The center of the heptagon is marked. 
J' � + ► The circumcenter is the point that is t.c,IA: • S � 

from each vertex. 

Drow a circle outside the heptagon that only touches the 
vertices of the heptagon. 

► The "outside" circle is called a c,'rc»11Ae�r Je
and it connects all the vertices of the polygon.

Drow a circle inside that only touches each side of the 
heptagon at its midpoint. 

► The "inside" circle is called on _:�_�_,_eor_\e _____ _
and it connects all the midpoints of the sides of the
polygon.

Drow a line from the center of the heptagon to one of its 
vertices. 

► This is called the ro. d �I,\$ of the polygon, which 
is also the radius of the circumcircle. 

Drow all the radii of the heptagon. It should result in 
seven isosceles triangles. 

► The height of each isosceles triangle is also called the

�'� of the polygon and the radius
of Hie incircle.



BEAT THE TEST! 

1. Consider the irregular hexagon below.
K 

I 
M 

N 

Provide one way to break up the irregular polygon above 
using smaller polygons. Identify each type of smaller 
polygon you form. 

2. Rectangle ABCD was cut to create pentagon AQRPD in the
figure below. o 

p �t�
D ·--� �C I �b-1 I= l09 

0 

I qf Nlf.-- --------t•; 
--u:10_> R •�� S-14,r

� 

,,/ s· 
.,, 

, .... ��/ 10 

Q J Jf.{•B 

If mLPRQ = 71 ° and mLPRC = mLQRB, verify the sum of the
interior angles of pentagon AQRPD using two different
methods. Justify yo

r
r answers. qo .... 'lO t ,�•tSt Jc..fl.\.S ... ,) 

(" --�\ I �
o

_, o 

(t; •1.-) ,,� � S'"(�
b 

- 5° 'f6



Read the following statement. What con you logically 
conclude? 

If mLA is less than 90 °, then LA is on acute angle. 
mLA = 85 ° . 

<; ·"' c:. C. 
,....L,A < Qo o 

J 

t. A ' 
,-s <-"' e.� t(,

41.�, le..
\:)e Jkt t,'..1� reasoning is a type of reasoning using given and 
previously known facts to reach a logical conclusion. 

In this course, we will use deductive reasoning to prove 
statements. There ore three different types of proofs: 

Type of Proof Definition 

+ wcs - L<J \ 11 .. � 

uses a table and explicitly places the 
statements in the first column and the 

('r�cs f reosoninq in the second column 

('
W

"'j "•t 
the statements and their reasoning ore 
written together in a logical order in 

(? r?Y{j poroqroph form 

-r,� ("-er+ 
a concept mop where statements ore 
placed in the boxes and the reason for 

(' ri,,s
-t each statement ore placed under the 

box 



Let's Practice! 

1. Complete the two-column proof to prove that x = 5.

Given: LM = 3x + l 

MN= x + 2 

LN = 23 

Prove: x = 5 

Statements 

l. LM = 3x + l 

MN= x + 2 

LN = 23 

2. �,<.'"' � X. ... )- = i�

3. '-\ x \- 1 :: L�

4. '-l x. � 3 --1 -: 2-3 - 2>

5. 4x = 20

6.(�\'-111. = z,o lt) 

1. x� S

L 

1. G;v�

M N 

Reasons 

2. Segment Addition

Postulate

3. Equivalent Equation

4. Addition Property of

Equality

5. 

6. Multiplication Property of

Equality

7 • £:; .._ : ., ,de .. + £; a...: .h .. "''

What will the first row of a two-column proof always be? 

71vz_ 5�vt,. sl-.. +efW!., I-(�).

What will the last row of a two-column proof always be? 

,M ,c;-l-�te...._-_. L', t... are f
'j 

�"j 

� rr<>ve. 



2. The given figure is a square. The expression represents the
area of the square. Use a r;2oragrag.h prootto show that
the length of one side of the square is (2x + 3).

N w4- .\ "' � 'l '-'er<L. . 
l. 

---Oi ....... l Given: 5 Art.A of fw. $4�<?. .. 's �)( + )lJll°l ·
X 

\)\,1-

/>'
"" 

Prove: Q,..e ..,: .k o\ -1-\... ,s�e ·'s .2x+ 1.
. 

l,ve ,:.r� j�� +k arU\ 6r "' S<t"'u-e.. 

;� c�rre 
.
� �.J-J l � #-a- urns��... t.\,c 1.,._, Z..J<.,. 4.

'sj J�.f� ... J,M 
I 

+k o.r eA e.f "' �,1,tC, e. .s +"2.

l-e"'- "" ,t ... c;. k <';,cj"'-ert..d- We. (C" f,,._J C:-" 

£. l·..r .... , e...--\- t:« r�"'""' +J...:t tl J(.,. 

� , LJt ,I, "' = l ;z. )(• na.Jl} 3)

1k,e. to'c. 
1 

+k \e,-_,-P, .t c)� �.;k o -t +he �._..re .�
3. Use the word bank to prove the conditional using a flow /2>< 1-?.). 

chart proof.

3x = 2(x + 5) 

3xIf - = 2, then x = 10. 
x+S 

Subtrg.cti0�erty � = 2
� 

x+S 

�y

X = 10 
3x = 2x + 10 

ST ART • I * "� �, .,,)l. llx•st,1 '2,x ,. 

µ( X � 10 

�, \.�,,�u-•"'" o.,.\-,: �t�At.

G1� r��•
j 

"<c)e:r�, 
_ �b+r4.J,�"" 
"car!�'\ 

f:ND 



Try It! 

\ ' 1. ' ,, � � �. --- \ . . ' ) 4. When a natural number 1s added to three and the sum is
divided by two, the quotient will be an even number.

Which of the following is a counterexample to the 
statement above? 

@ 13 +3 = 8, which is an even number./ ,ft,.,.,<,, 
® il + 3 = 9, which is not an even number.X 
• l+4 7 . . ✓�w- - =-,which 1s not on even number. 1 r"'-<-

2 2 
-

@ The statement is correct. There is no counterexampleX 



BEAT THE TEST! 

l. Consider the diagram below and finish the two-column

proof to shovv AC = BD.

Given: AB = CD

Prove: AC = BD

Statements 

l. AB= CD

2. (3 l -:. 6C...

3. AB + BC = BC + CD

4. AB+ BC= AC

BC+ CD= BD

5. Ac_� 6V

.,,-A 

C ")D 
• I •

Reasons 

l .
G � ti <!..'\

2. Reflexive Property

3. 
AJ����O"' (7�,,,_,

6.f e.9vel :t'J 

4.
"5 e..j,i..c,,t .,_Jt }.�

p�l .. lct-e.

5. Substitution



Section 2 -Topic 12
 Angles of Polygons 

In the previous video, you learned the formula to find the sum 

of the angles of a polygon. 

S: f �O (r\ -�) 
How can you use the sum of interior angles formula to find the 

number of sides of a polygon? 

... ., : J.__ " � '"o

n; J._, � � 
\8l> 

How can you use the sum of interior angles formula to find the 

measure of one angle of a regular polygon? 

Can the same process be used to find the measure of one 

angle of an irregular polygon? Explain your reasoning. 

AIJ �ot fk 













Section 2 - Topic 13 

Angles of Other Polygons 

Use the following diagram, where point A and square BCDE

with center at F ore shown, to answer the questions below. 
B---------... E 

What is the angle measure surrounding point A?

0 

What are the angle measures surrounding point F? '3L t)

What is the difference between points A and F?

f'o,..� , � .. , o� •-,It, c..J f J.c, � e-"'jla. 

Some important facts about the angles of a polygon: 

► The center of a polygon is the point ��:·J�1}� t
from every vertex.

► 

► 

► 

The central angle of a polygon is the angl� made at
the center of the polygon by any two a.d)'c�•�+
vertices of the polygon. 

The sum of the central angles of a polygon is
i,,6 ° ( a full circle). 

The measure of the central angle of a regular polygon 
is 360° divided by the number of "$;�



The base angles of each isosceles triangle in a regular polygon 

can be calculated in two ways. 

► Base angles of an isosceles triangle are equal.

Therefore, each base angle can be calculated by
180-c

, where c is a central angle. 
2 

► The radius of a polygon bisects the angle at the vertex

and each interior angle of a regular polygon is
180(n-2)
----, where n is the number of sides of the regular

n

polygon.



Let's Practice! 

l. Consider the following diagram of the regular polygons.

a. Draw a central angle in each of the above polygons
and calculate the measure of a central angle in each
polygon. 

l,bo L� Dt:-hu .. = lb
o

: 'i�•

l'e,. +.:: ,�., i; -:(!!_) 
,J 

({ 

b. What are the measures of the base angles of each
isosceles triangle in the pentagon?

J It> - 72- :$ I<>( 

l��®
C.



2. Consider the following regular octagon, and use it to
complete the questions below.

A B 

a. Prove that the sum of all exterior angles is 360° in a 
regular octagon. � 

it�" l�):: �

b.



3. A student claims that the sum of the measures of the

exterior angles of a hendecagon is greater than the sum

of the measures of the exterior angles of a nonagon. The

student justifies this claim by saying that a hendecagon

has two more sides than the nonagon. II

Describe and correct the student's error. 

All e.,r..1-er :., "':,'° • f 11-:, �'� '6"

"'-J J J,o 1, t)o

.

4. Determine if an irregular polygon has a central angle.

Justify your answer.

No. Ve.��� I,\,,· II �� to "� � 

c. :,u.- (! •t.� � ,,. !rre,a.t.., r &ljj.,"·

5. Does an irregular polygon have exterior angles? If so, how

do we calculate the exterior angles? Justify your answer.

Ye�. S-erivaJe �IE> s-llu r--1-., jDt"i 

� �\e"'-\.1-e. 



STUDY

EDGE Irregular polygons do not have a center, and 
they do not have a central angle; however, 
they do have interior and exterior angles.TIP 

Try It! 

6. Consider the following irregular hexagon and answer the
questions below it.

F E 

Cl 1..
• 

'u 124
°

a. If AF 1- EF and AF 1- AD, find the measure of each
interior angle of the irregular polygon above.

,.,. L A � i,O/:/' .... ,_c_: 6"' 
0 

"L ( : t'J.. &.f ..

"'t..8 � ''io

� �o�, ,i.
o

fl,L.r _. q � C,

b. Does the same exterior angles rule for regular
polygons apply to irregular polygons? Justify your 0 
answer. 

q o" f- � , •�o t lll
o 

t 1ft «>-' -u;
0

: 1(7>

, 
Y��. 



BEAT THE TEST! 

1. Consider the following diagram where the regular 
polygon ABCDE has center at M, polygon DEHGF is
irregular, and point Dis on CF. 

H G 

1,0 
----� 

-,,: 

B 

Ii� �Lf0

1-,, 

C 

Which of the following statements are correct? Select all
that apply. 

mLBMC = mLEDF 
□ mLEDC = 72

° -

□ The sum of the exterior angles of ABCDE �than the
/ sum of the exterior angles of DEHGF. t:'4t 

m The sum of the interior angles of polygon ABCDE with
the sum of the �terior angles of polygon DEHGF 

equats 900° . �ti 
□ mLABM =�;;;Ge= mLDCM

, 
Test Yourself! 

Practice Tool 

Great job! You have reached the end of this section. 

Now it's time to try the "Test Yourself! Practice Tool," 

where you can practice all the skills and concepts 

you learned in this section. Log in to Math Nation and 

try out the "Test Yourself! Practice Tool" so you can 

see how well you know these topics! 




